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INTRODUCTION
The road to Zimbabwe`s 2018 harmonized elections has been a torrid one and characterized with
a lot of activities. It began with the Biometric Voter Registration (BVR) phase, followed by
political campaigns and ultimately the polls on the 30th of July 2018. Throughout the journey,
Women’s Institute for Leadership Development (WILD) played a significant role in voter
education. WILD facilitated public interface meetings that afforded members of the public
platforms to interact with and interrogate political parties on their manifestos. Subsequently, a
series of political dialogue meetings were also held which culminated in the assessment of the
readiness and preparedness of stakeholders pre-2018 Harmonised Elections. In ensuring
meaningful participation of its stakeholders from Bulawayo, Gwanda, Umzingwane, Lupane,
Gweru and Plumtree, WILD facilitated for the accreditation, training and deployment of observers
to be stationed under the six districts. This report details WILD’s elections work, observations and
statements for other local and International observer missions.
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Biometric Voter Registration
On the 14th of September 2017, the Government of Zimbabwe officially launched the Biometric Voter
Registration (BVR) system. The system was introduced to develop a voter’s roll that would replace the previous
one which had been roundly condemned by citizens and political parties who accused the ruling party of
manipulating it to win elections. The countrywide voter registration blitz was to be conducted in four phases of
about two weeks each in order to give every Zimbabwean an opportunity to register to vote. The four-phased
voter registration blitz was capped by a mop-up phase which sought to give citizens who had not registered to
vote in the earlier stages an opportunity to do so.
In order to complement ZEC efforts to mobilize voters to register, Women’s Institute for Leadership Development
(WILD) and other civil society organizations in Bulawayo collaborated to conduct voter education to various
urban and rural communities. A myriad of activities which included theater concerts, door to door campaigns and
flash mobs were held. These activities saw a surge in the number of registered voters in Matabeleland North,
Matabeleland South and Bulawayo provinces. In the first phase of the BVR exercise, the three provinces had
registered much fewer citizens than expected. Although the final figures still indicated that the three provinces
still anchored the list of registered voters per province, the figures were commensurate to population figures and
had significantly improved as a result of CSO interventions.
A total number of 5 185 109 people registered as at 01 June 2018 after the completion of the Biometric Voter
Registration process for citizens that would vote in the 2018 harmonised elections. The Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission was forced to make amendments to the Electoral Act to allow “aliens” to vote in 2018 provided they
have proof that one of their parents was born in Southern Africa following the ruling made by the High Court of
Zimbabwe. Despite allowing “aliens” to register to vote, they still faced a hurdle in acquisition of long birth
certificates. The CSOs played a key role in voter education through roadshows, sports tournaments and door to
door mobilization.

BVR MOBILIZATION STRATEGIES
WILD embarked on a series of activities aimed at raising awareness on the BVR exercise and encouraging voter
registration. The activities were held under the #SlayTheVote2018 campaign which was centered on creativity
and relatability of voter mobilization to young women.
Activities conducted under the Campaign were the

i.

#SlayTheVote2018 Eyebrow Tutorial

ii.

#SlayTheVote2018 Hip-hop Show and Movie Screening

iii.

My Zimbabwe Gospel Concert

iv.

Radio Programs

v.

Road Shows

vi.

Public Meetings

vii.

BVR Mop-up Phase

#SlayTheVote2018 Eyebrow Tutorial
As a way of encouraging young women to register to vote, WILD held the #SlayTheVote2018 Eyebrow Tutorial.
The tutorial was held in partnership with one of the leading make-up artists in Bulawayo, Sukoluhle Bhebhe
whose make-up skills were relevant to most young women. In order to achieve increased number of voters in
Bulawayo, admission into the #SlayTheVote2018 Eyebrow Tutorial was through a voter registration slip. ZEC
was engaged to deploy BVR kits at the venue to ensure ease of access to those willing to participate in the tutorial.
The Eyebrow Tutorial was successful
in raising awareness and demystifying
myths surrounding the BVR process.
253 young women registered to vote at
the BVR points deployed to support
the eyebrow tutorial by ZEC. Also
see:

A section of young women participants at the eyebrow tutorial. Entrance was through producing voter
registration slips. Target number was 100 participants, actual number or participants was 253.

http://www.womenforleadership.org/brows-on-fleek-for-registered-voters/

#SlayTheVote2018 Hip-Hop
Show & Movie Screening
Following the successful hosting of
the eyebrow tutorial, WILD organized
a voter mobilization hip-hop concert
and a 3D Movie screening targeting
the first 100 young women to register
to vote on the day. The event was held
at the Bulawayo Center Ster-Kinekor
Movie House, a popular hangout place
for young people. Youthful socialites
and musicians were used to persuade

Young people participating in the #SlayTheVote2018 concert before the 3D movie
screening. Targeted number of registration on the sidelines was 100, actual number of
people registered was 454. 129 of them won themselves movie tickets.

young women to register to vote. Although the primary target of the activity was young women, the event also
attracted other demographics like young men and adults. The success of the activity also hinged on the extension
of the deployment of registration kits at Bulawayo Center by ZEC. As a result, 454 (264 Female, 190 Male)
people were registered to vote and 129 of them had the opportunity to watch the movie. To read more:
http://www.womenforleadership.org/slaythevote2018-campaign/

My Zimbabwe Gospel Concert
WILD hosted the My Zimbabwe Gospel Concert
targeting women in the churches. The holding of
the concert was further buoyed by statistics that
reveal that women constitute more than 60% of
congregants in most churches. The concert was
then aimed at attracting those women through a
gospel-themed voter education concert. The
headline artist was Lebo Sekgobela, a South
African gospel artist who commands a huge

Lebo Sekgobela performing at the My Zimbabwe Gospel Concert

following among Christians across denominations
and age groups. Local gospel artists also performed at the Concert which was held at the Bulawayo City Hall.
The Concert was attended by more than 3000 citizens most of whom had registered during the week in preparation
for the concert. A total of 172 (89 Females, 83 Males) citizens registered to vote on the sidelines of the concert.
For pictures:

http://www.womenforleadership.org/my-zimbabwe-gospel-concert-in-pictures/

Radio Programs
Between the Biometric Voter Registration period and the July 31 elections, WILD facilitated the broadcasting of
more than 35 radio programs to encourage citizens to register to vote and to actually turn out to vote in the
elections. The programs also gave ZEC a platform to interact with citizens wishing to know more about the
biometric voter registration system. ZEC was represented in these radio programs by Commissioners and senior
members of the Bulawayo provincial secretariat. Commissioners that took part in the WILD “In Her Own Voice”
radio programs included Daniel Chigaru, Sibongile Ndlovu and Faith Sebata. At secretariat level, ZEC was
represented by Deputy Provincial Elections Officer P. Gadzikwa, District Elections Officer Sithembiso Khupe
and Voter Education Coordinator Silas Silaigwana. In one of the radio programs, ZEC Commissioner Daniel
Chigaru urged the people of Bulawayo, Matabeleland North and Matabeleland South, especially women and
youths, to take advantage of the registration process to influence future delimitation exercises.
ZEC Voter Education Coordinator for Bulawayo Province, Mr Silas Silaigwana attended some radio programs
and reiterated ZEC’s commitment to reach out to women, youths and other marginalized groups. ZEC
Commissioner Sibongile Ndlovu, Silaigwana, the ZEC Voter Education Coordinator as well as Bekezela Nyathi,
a member of the WILD Ward Advocacy Committee (WAC) of Ward 14 in Bulawayo also attended the other
radio program. They urged women to
participate in the registration process
and reduce the variance between
registered male voters and female
registered voters because women
constitute more than 52% of the
national

population.

The

radio

programs reached out to more than
ZEC Commissioner Sibongile Ndlovu (left) and Bekezela Nyathi during one of the radio
programs sponsored by WILD

400 000 listeners of SkyzMetro FM
per month. They were broadcast on

FM Chanel 100.3 and streamed online here (https://www.radionomy.com/en/radio/skyzmetrofm-1003/index)

Road Shows and Concerts
In order to widen the reach of its voter education messages WILD used roadshows and concerts in the various
project areas. These activities took advantage of the popularity of musicians engaged to reach out to citizens.
Some of the artists engaged included Madlela Sikhobokhobo, Clement Magwaza, Winky D, Iyasa and Kaisa to

mention but a few. The roadshows were held either
individually or collaboratively with other like-minded
organizations. During these shows, WILD distributed voter
education materials and invited ZEC to conduct voter
education and encourage citizens to participate in electoral
processes. Cumulatively, more than 8 000 citizens attended
the different roadshows held in the different implementation
areas. In some instances, WILD held roadshows without
complimentary voter registration kits from ZEC and far from

A crowd that was present during a BVR Concert in Cowdray
Park

registration centers as a way of spreading out programming to various underserved and marginalized
communities. In such cases, citizens were assisted with a shuttle services to and from registration centers. This
initiative helped increase the number of registered voters in most outlying and remote areas.
1. http://www.womenforleadership.org/national-peace-concert/
2. http://www.womenforleadership.org/go-out-and-vote-concert-mawabeni/

Public Meetings
WILD convened public meetings aimed at reviewing the
progress of the BVR exercise. The first meeting was aimed at
cross examining efforts by political parties in encouraging
registration to their supporters. Parties present at the meeting
were the: People’s Democratic Party (PDP), Alliance for
National Salvation (ANSA), Alliance for People’s Agenda
(APA), Movement for Democratic Change-Tsvangirai (MDCT),

Movement

for

Democratic

Change

(MDC)

and

Zimbabwe’s African People’s Union (ZAPU). The meeting

Some of the women attending the BVR process review
meeting held at the Bulawayo City Hall on 16 December
2017.

yielded the necessary amendments required in order to increase the number of registrants in different
constituencies.
http://www.womenforleadership.org/biometric-voter-registration-bvr-review/

Observations & Findings from Registration Process
Registration Equipment - The majority of the BVR Registration centers reported that the BVR equipment was
functioning well. However, there were instances where there were reports of equipment-malfunction and shortage

of BVR kits. This was experienced in high density suburbs such as Cowdray Park where there was a huge voter
turn-out during the mop-up exercise. More BVR kits had to be requested to sustain the number of people that had
showed up for registration. Equipment-malfunction reports were noted from Ward 4 in Umzingwane district were
highlighted that registration officials faced challenges in setting up the solar system to power the BVR equipment.
Youth Participation - General observation is that the level of youth participation in the voter registration process
was high. According to ZEC statistic 68% of the total registered voters were youths.
Posting of Names to Polling Stations - While the idea that one could register at any centre and have their name
posted to their preferred polling station for purposes of voting was noble, citizens expressed displeasure as some
voters’ names were missing at their polling stations of choice.
Inspection of Provincial Voter’s Roll - The inspection of the Provisional Voters’ Roll (PVR) exercise
commenced from the 19th of May 2018 and was scheduled to end on 29th of May 2018.
An internet portal was formulated to allow voters to check the accuracy of their details. This innovation was used
as a measure to decongest inspection centers. As of the 29th of May, 916 001 people had checked their registration
details using the 265# USSD code.
During the 10 days, the electorate was afforded the opportunity to go and physically verify their names at static
centers that ZEC had opened for purposes of voters’ roll inspection. Some of the discrepancies noted during this
process where cases of incorrectly captured sex categories, ID numbers and dates of birth.
ELECTIONS HOMESTRETCH
Ahead of the 2018 Harmonized Elections homestretch, WILD conducted voter education activities and
information exchange platforms for voting demographics. These are discussed below:
Public Meetings
WILD held a number of Public interface meetings to give the electorate an opportunity to engage around electoral
processes. During Public Interface Meetings, Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC) engaged the electorate and
demystified issues that were raised pertaining to ZEC’s credibility. These engagements increased the interest of
women in the election cycle. Interest displayed by women in Bulawayo, Gwanda, UMzingwane, Plumtree,
Lupane and Gweru to participate in Electoral processes also saw WILD facilitating the accreditation women to
monitor Elections on the 30th of July. A total of 80 women in WILD structures were accredited as election
observers. On Election Day, these women worked as local observers who then relayed all electoral related
information to WILD Election Situation Room.

As the excitement heightened towards the 2018 Harmonized Elections, WILD hosted a Public Interface Meeting
to assess the preparedness of electoral stakeholders ahead of the elections. The meeting was attended by political
parties which included ZAPU, MRP, MDC Alliance, MDC-T, ANSA, UDA, ZDU. Residents from Bulawayo
congregated for the meeting held in partnership with Bulawayo Progressive Residents Association (BPRA),
National Association of Non-Governmental Organizations (NANGO), Election Resource Centre (ERC) and
National Youth Development Trust (NYDT). Over 400 people from different political parties graced the event
and had the opportunity to ask pertinent questions that speak to their individual needs. In overall, opposition
parties bemoaned noted that as key stakeholders to the elections they were ready, they noted that ZEC was not
ready for hosting the lection hence it had skewed the playing field in favour of Zanu Pf. It was clear from the
meeting that all political parties expressed concern over the lack of transparency by ZEC and questioned its
independence.

Candidates’ Debate Series
WILD conducted a series of Political Candidates Debates for Council and National Assembly in Gwanda,
Umzingwane, Lupane, Plumtree and Bulawayo Districts. A significant number of candidate debates were
preceded by roadshows which worked as a
mobilisation tool. The road shows were meant for
National Assembly and council candidates to
interact with the electorate and also encourage
citizens to go out and vote on the 30th of July.
It is during these meetings that women were given
an opportunity to also engage Zimbabwe Electorate
Commission (ZEC) which demystified issues that
ZEC Commissioner Daniel Chigaru speaking during an interface meeting
with Gwanda women.

were raised pertaining to ZEC’s credibility. These
engagements

resulted

in

women

increased

participation in the election cycle. One of the meetings received coverage from the Zimbabwe Broadcasting
Corporation and was aired on TV. View this link for more: http://www.zbc.co.zw/zec-pledges-free-fair-crediblepolls
During these engagements, community women showed improvement in the level in which they engaged in
political issues. They were now assertive and confident in articulating their views on the electoral processes. Their
participation in Candidate Debates further afforded them an opportunity to push their demands with the different
candidates present. Below are some of the demands presented by women to the candidates:

•

Ethical leadership.

•

Leaders with knowledge on policy formulation and implementation.

•

Leaders who will prioritise gender responsive service delivery.

•

Leaders who prioritize human’s rights.

Young Women Tea Talk
At least 108 young women attended the Young
Women Tea Talks whose aim was to discuss the
importance of voting. From the meetings young
women said the Local Government and National
Assembly candidates were not engaging with
the youth, but continued to emphasize on
construction of vocational centers which did not
resonate with the needs of young women. It was
suggested that candidates should prioritize the
use of social media for more deliberate

Nomqhele Siziba (in red) motivates fellow young women to participate in
electoral processes during one of the Young Women Tea Talks

conversations with the youth. The discussions provoked questions on what young people can do to demystify the
myth of election rigging especially in the context of Zimbabwe. It was further emphasized that the rebuilding of
Zimbabwe is every citizen’s role and there is need for everyone to play their role in effecting change. Click here
for more information and to view the Facebook live stream: http://www.womenforleadership.org/motivationaltea-talk/

Her Vote Speaks Carnival
Women’s Institute for Leadership Development (WILD) held the Her Vote Speaks Carnival in Bulawayo. The
aim of the Carnival was to mobilize registered youths to interact and cement the value of their vote and the need
to elect into office candidates who resonated with the cross-cutting issues affecting young people in the city. The
Carnival, comprising a colorful procession of registered young people marching from the City Hall car park, past
designated points where different dance groups performed, ended at the Bulawayo Athletics club with a concert
where local artists delivered youthful music and dance, encouraging young people to channel their energy towards
development processes- specifically, the 30th of July. The designated stopping points for the Carnival included

“Khothama Outdoor Shopping Center” where crowds of people swarmed the
blocked street to be part intriguing performances and message of young
people in purple and maroon t-shirts that simply said “GoZim- Get Out and
Vote!” The second stop was Haddon and Sly, a complex situated right across
a taxi rank, ensuring a mixed crowd
of shoppers and those boarding and
dropping off public taxis.
The procession’s next stop was
Haefelis, a famous coffee shop and
take away outlet with a constant in
and
Socialite Gilmore Tee (left) and DJ Liz
during the Carnival

outflow

of

spectators,

intrigued by the flamboyant crowd
dancing

and

distributing

ZEC

pamphlets that outlined the details of the Election Day, from the times
to the procedure. Upon arrival at the Bulawayo Athletics Club, the
Voter Education Coordinator of Bulawayo Metropolitan under the
Zimbabwe Electoral Commission Representative, Silas Silayigwana,
gave a brief address on the importance of not just voting by the youth,
but knowing how to do it right, to limit the chances of spoilt votes and
enhance accurate results. The Carnival was live streamed by CITE on
Facebook and was also trending on twitter under the hashtag
#HerVoteSpeaks.

Accreditation of Observers
WILD facilitated the accreditation, training and
deployment of Ward Advocacy Committees and a
network of young women to monitor Elections on
the 30th of July. A total of 80 women (54 below
the age of 34 while 24 were above 35 years) from
Bulawayo,

Lupane,

UMzingwane,

Gweru,

Plumtree and Gwanda were accredited as election
observers.
Some of the observers who were accredited under WILD

These

women

were

feeding

information that was related to the election

environment to the call center before, during and after the election. To equip these women with necessary skills,
WILD conducted a training were 48 Accredited Election observers were trained while the remainder were trained
under ZESN. The training was facilitated by Tatenda Makanza from Election Resource Centre who emphasized
the importance of election monitoring.

Graph 1: Distribution of Observers across Cities

Observers were comprised of different age groups and the most represented was the age groups of 20-14 and 2529. This can be noted as a good sign in measuring the level of involvement of the youth in issues that pertain to
the ensuring of free and credible elections in the country. This also follows that the young women in society have
the potential to play an active role in society, advocate and effect democracy.
Graph 2: Observers’ Age Disaggregation
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The accredited observers’ team was dominated by women and this is also attributed to the selection criteria.
Graph 3: Observers’ Gender Disaggregation

Cocktail for Women Leaders
and Candidates
WILD held a dinner to celebrate the
women who took a stand to run as
candidates in the just ended election. The
celebration was held at the Zimbabwe
International Trade Fair (ZITF) Tea
Room

where

female

candidates

interacted with their counterparts in the
political race. They encouraged each
other to journey on even if some don’t
make in in this election.
The

event

was

streamed

live

on

Public Speaker and motivator Nonto Masuku gives touch-line words to female
candidates on the eve of elections

the

WILD

Facebook

page

and

https://www.facebook.com/wildtrust/videos/1739955216059954/?hc_ref=ARQHqpCAHr2koz7plmjPmOCvwGYjklkAi6dMGNvitcGg7MJe-6_hI4Dldbjuy1KUDs

can

be

viewed

here:

ZIMBABWE DECIDES 2018
On the 30th of July, Zimbabweans went in numbers to cast their votes for the Local Government, National
Assembly and Presidential candidates of their choice. In Bulawayo, most polling stations opened at 0700hrs
allowing voters to cast their votes early. Analysis of feedback received from fifty-seven (57) polling stations
revealed that the stations opened between 0700-0710hrs. The stations were comprised of forty-five (45) in
Bulawayo, four (4) in Umzingwane, three (3) in Gwanda, two (2) in
Gweru and three (3) in Lupane. Most stations closed between 19001910hrs in line with the 2018 Harmonised Elections Manual which
stipulates that stations must be open for 12 hours. Nkulumane Terminus
and Jairos Jiri polling
stations had 23 and 24 people respectively after 1900hrs, thus closed
around 1930hrs. A special case was observed at Efusini Polling Station,
in Makokoba where they were 300 voters in the queue after 1900hrs thus
necessitating a late closure. This was attributed to the delays in voting due
to a high number of assisted voters who mainly comprised of the elderly.
A local observer (Middle) and EU Observers
(Left) and (Right) at a Polling Station in
Bulawayo on Election Day.

ZEC officials permitted people to vote as expected at all polling stations.
WILD also observed that a single voter took an average of 6 minutes and
30 seconds to cast their vote, and this resulted in voters relinquishing their

right to vote as they could not stand for protracted periods. Observers formed a WhatsApp group which they used
to share information and periodic updates. This information was also available to the call center set up by WILD
to seek, receive and disseminate information on elections.
WILD sent out an Election Day communique summarizing the observations made during the polling process.
The communique can be accessed here: http://www.womenforleadership.org/2018-election-media-blitz-8/
The Call Centre
WILD established a call centre for the public as well as its observers to harvest information on the ground
pertaining to the Elections. Information received from the call centre was broadcast on WILD social network sites
which led to it trending as a reliable source as acknowledged by Kubatana. Net. The call centre gave citizens a
platform to report violations and other malpractices they witnessed before, during and after elections.
The WILD Call centre was feeding into the Election Situation Room which was comprised of civil society
organizations which included Habbakuk Trust, Christian Legal Society, Zimbabwe Christian Alliance,

Bulawayo Progressive Residents Association. On Election Day, WILD played a pivotal role in supplying the
Election Situation with updates and information from observers. Below are the key findings from the Election
Day as captured through the call center and the Election Situation Room.

Long queues
• Complaints

were reported concerning the long

queues that characterised some polling stations. This
saw casualties in some polling stations like the passing
away of a lady at Bubi, fainting and even withdrawing
of some voters. Sentiments were shared and ways of
mitigating some instances were carried out by
reporting to ZEC.
•
Locals at a queue outside a Polling Station in Bulawayo

The process was said to be slow due to factors

like the faint ballot papers, many presidential
candidates, poor lighting of some polling stations and

lack of adequate voter education which propelled the polling offices to take time in explaining to
people who to vote and where to place the given ballot paper.

Failure of some citizens to vote
•

Some registered citizen reported to have not been allowed to vote due to the fact that their names were not
on the Voters Roll. These issues led to the investigations on why they were not there yet they registered
and it was seen that some were not registered, in some cases it was the error by the polling officers and
some were at the wrong polling stations.

·
Violation of cooling off day
•

Aspiring candidates and political parties were seen to be campaigning on Election Day and some on the
eve of the Election Day. In most instances these campaigns were conducted through social media and
issuing out fliers.

Faint ballot papers

•

Quality of the ballot papers slowed down the process of voting leading to long queues as people took time
reading the faint ballot papers.

Poor lighting
•

Most polling stations had poor lighting which was a challenge to the voters and in the counting process
which in some cases led to errors. Gas lanterns used in some polling stations posed a fire hazard. A case
was reported of a polling station at Mountain View Shopping Center were a gas lantern burnt and almost
burnt down the polling station.

Presidential candidates
•

There were 23 presidential candidates which meant a change in the structure of the ballot paper as the list
was overlapping. Elderly people found this challenging and this made them vulnerable to the influence
they were getting from the different candidates as they were told the number in which to put their X on.

Roles of different Actors on Election Day
A number of actors were active on the Election Day playing different roles some of which were of help to the
process and some of which destructed the process. Below is the assessment of different roles played by actors on
Election Day:

Traditional Leaders
In the Rural areas, Traditional Leaders at the polling stations where seen to be observing who was coming in to
vote and ticking their names. This was a concern to a lot of citizen as they felt intimidated by this and this forced
them to vote for who their leaders advocate for as they thought they would know who they would have voted for.
This has seen to the magnification of the role of traditional leaders as the people in the rural areas are at the mercy
of the traditional leaders who they would want to impress for as to get the benefits from them.

Role of Civil Society
•

Civil society played a significant role ensuring that the 2018 Harmonized Elections were held in a peaceful
and transparent manner by deploying observers in different areas who observed the whole process and
reported all election related concerns. This meant an address of any election related issue observed as soon
as reports came in.

•

Rapid responses and interventions

Role of Political Parties
•

Different political parties sent their agents to also observe the process Observed the counting process and
signed the V11 forms.

•

This was done for transparency and accountability purposes.

Generally, the Election Day was peaceful and was characterized by a huge turnout as compared to previous
elections.

GENDER ANALYSIS
Female candidates
Following the WILD capacity building programs such as the mentorship program for female candidates, one
beneficiary - Sichelesile Mahlangu was duly elected the Member of Parliament for Pumula Constituency.
A total of 20.7% of female candidates were duly elected as Councilors in Bulawayo. The breakdown is as
follows:
Ward

Name of Councilor

2

Joyce Ndlovu

10

Sinikiwe Mutanda

12

Lilian Mlilo

17

Sikhululekile Moyo

18

Concillia Mlalazi

29

Monicah Lumbimbi

a) Turnout of female voters in Bulawayo
Constituency

Female

Male

Total

Polling station with highest # of
registered voters

Bulawayo Central

11,744

11,408

23,152

City Hall (1, 789)

Bulawayo East

10,456

11,185

21,641

Roman Catholic University (2,544)

Bulawayo South

8,576

8,172

16,748

Sizinda Hall (1,466)

EmakhandeniEntumbane

10,068

8,517

18,585

Entumbane Hall (2,470)

Lobengula

9,751

8,016

17,767

Inkanyezi Primary School (2,863)

Luveve

19,552

15,337

34,889

Mahlathini A (2,944)

Magwegwe

8,304

6,535

14,839

Mhali A Primary School (2,944)

Makokoba

9,350

8,930

18,280

Efusini Shopping Centre Tent (1,977)

Nketa

15,279

13,385

28,664

Mgiqika A Primary School (2,456)

Nkulumane

12,033

9,841

21,874

Queen Elizabeth A Primary School
(1,508)

PelandabaMpopoma

9,022

8,053

17,075

Iminyela Hall (2,413)

Pumula

14,140

10,975

25,115

Dumezweni A Primary School
(2,775)

Gender and Bio-Metric Voter Registration
Women in Zimbabwe make up 52% of the population, yet their views and matters of importance to them are not
taken seriously at national level, especially relating to politics and the economy.
People aged between 30 and 34 years constituted the largest number of registered voters while women
outnumbered the registered male counterparts by around half a million. The Zimbabwe Electoral Commission
(2018) statistics of women in Matabeleland Region are shown below:

Province

Number of women Registered to vote Percentage of Women Registered to Vote

Matabeleland North 184 689

86,2%

Matabeleland South 141 972

72,2%

Bulawayo

112 108

50,2%

Total

438 769

Gender and Participation
A total of 23 presidential candidates were in the presidential race and four of these were women namely Thokozani
Khupe (MDC-T), Joice Mujuru (People’s Rainbow Coalition), Melbah Dzapasi (#1980 Freedom Movement
Zimbabwe), and Violet Mariyacha (United Democratic Movement (UDM). In some constituencies in
Matabeleland namely Hwange Central, Binga South, Insiza South, Gwanda Central, Phelandaba Mpopoma and
Lupane West there were no female candidates contesting for the National Assembly. The total participation of
females who contested for the National Assembly in Matabeleland Region is 65 out of 433 contestants and out of
that number, only 7 (10,8%) got the seats.

Name of Contestant Party

Number of Votes Received Percentage

Thokozani Khupe

MDC-T

45, 573

0,9%

Joice Mujuru

People’s Rainbow Coalition

12, 878

0,3%

Melbah Dzapasi

Freedom Movement Zimbabwe 1,899

<0,1%

Violet Maritshiya

United Democratic Movement

<0,1%

1,673

Presidential Statistics for women contestants
Analysis
The majority of people who registered to vote in Zimbabwe were women. The turn-out of women who voted was
very high, however this did not translate into a high number of female candidates being voted into office. This
means that the female voters did not vote for the female candidates. Below are the reasons that may be contributing
to lack of development of women:

Women and Intimidation

Violence, intimidation and lack of resources are major factors keeping women from running for office despite
making up more than 54% of the country's registered voters. There is also intra party violence and intimidation
which mostly goes unnoticed as observing starts at inter party elections.

The abuses hurled at women ahead of the elections brought public condemnation from ambassadors, and foreign
election observers. "This is not acceptable at all," said the first female president of Ireland, Mary Robinson, after
allegations spread that the female head of Zimbabwe's Election Commission was having an affair.
INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS UPDATE
Preliminary statements by the African Union, COMESA, SADC Parliamentary Forum gave the 2018 elections a
thumbs up. Elections were deemed peaceful, and met with the regional and international standards of peaceful
elections. The issue that was of concern involved the ballot papers that were not clear and as such encouraged to
cater for the visually impaired. There were low levels of confidence with particular regards to the design, printing,
storage and transportation of ballot papers. The body was commended for the training, deployment, and
professionalism of ZEC officers. However, there was need for increasing polling stations as some stations were
overcrowded.
SADC PF recommended that a law be enacted that caters for the establishment, registration and operation of
political parties in the country. This was raised in relation to ZEC failing to determine the number of political
parties and the design of the ballot papers.
AU observed that meetings between ZEC and its various stakeholders were not constantly held. They raised
concerns over the lack of effective communication during the post-election as well as the process. They raised
concerns over the ruling party using state resources such as public space, government funds, as well as agricultural
inputs for campaigning. AU also observed that the media environment was not equally accessible to the opposition
as the state media only provided coverage to the ruling party. They observed that the broadcasting act which
emphasizes impartiality was not being implemented.AU also noted that most staff were women and ZEC was
generally prepared for elections. However, ballot counting could be improved as well as the voters’ roll to
accommodate the visually impaired.
Commonwealth analysis noted that hate speech especially on social media, abuse of polling officers and inciting
unrest that resulted in violence is attributed to opposition parties. The Commonwealth further denounced
excessive use of force by the Zimbabwe security offices. There was also an issue with V11 forms leaving the
polling stations not signed. Ideally ZEC has to follow up on those because it signals disparities in the counting.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO ZEC AND CSO’S
•

Gender mainstreaming in all election processes

•

Women should be empowered to make decisions from household to government level

•

Improving women’s access to resources to participate meaningfully as candidates in elections.

•

Civil Society Organisations should be capacitated to monitor political parties’ primary election elections
prior to elections.

•

Elections should be de-harmonised: Council, National Assembly & Presidential so that citizens can be
able to focus and prioritize local level development.

•

Improvement of infrastructure at all polling stations (tents, lighting systems)

•

Equal and fair access to media by all political parties (media reforms)

•

legislative framework must be properly audited, reviewed in parliament in line with BVR systems for
election 2023

•

Perpetual voter education throughout the electoral cycle

•

Wherever possible electoral results should be electronically captured to reduce human error

CONCLUSION
The 2018 Harmonised Elections were punctuated with dynamic set of activities which were implemented by
WILD in order to enhance the participation of its primary women stakeholders and secondarily male in electoral
processes. WILD implemented a set of activities between 2017 and 2018 categorized under the BVR leading to
the polls, Elections Homestretch and Election Day.
In ensuring active participation, WILD engaged the media and partnered with a number of Non-governmental
Organisations in educating the public on the BVR process. Public meetings conducted to raise awareness on the
BVR were instrumental in positively influencing public opinion and increasing the number of registered voters
evidenced by the numbers harvested through the #SlayTheVote Make-up tutorial, movie screening and music
concert.
During the Election Homestretch, WILD adopted the fourth estate role where it utilised traditional and social
media platforms in educating, informing and conscientizing the public on their right to vote and election news.
Through the team of observers and call centre, WILD effectively monitored the election proceedings in Bulawayo,
Lupane, Gwanda, Gweru and Umzingwane. Through the radio programs and public meetings, WILD effectively
provided a direct platform for public interface with political leaders

Combined, through the pre-election activities WILD played a key developmental role in amplifying the youth
and women’s voice in electoral and governance issues. Through the call centre, WILD amplified the voices of
citizen journalists in monitoring the electoral process and ringing to light cases of electorate intimidation and
frustration.

